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DAILY MESSAGE OF SAINT JOSEPH, TRANSMITTED ON THE EAGLE OF LIGHT BUS, DURING THE
JOURNEY FROM THE CITIES OF JOINVILLE, SC, AND PORTO ALEGRE, RS, BRAZIL, TO THE
VISIONARY SISTER LUCÍA DE JESÚS

Children,

With your hearts inside of My Most Chaste Heart, contemplate today the great need of the world.

I must always remember you the immense suffering of God for all that still happens on Earth. And,
on this day, I will ask you one special prayer for all the Christians of the world, all of those who, in
their hearts, have been called to unite to the sacrifice of Christ and to renew it with actions of love
and peace.

Children, this love is being lost from the hearts of many of those who claim to follow Christ and
again the beings are surrendering to hatred and fear, to - in the name of the Lord - fight battles and
respond for the wars that happen in the world.

The more the Christian spirit is lost in a part of the world, the greater must be the conscious effort of
those who are awake. Because I tell you, My beloved ones, that much worse than the wars in the
matter is the unprecedented war that one lives in spirit, in the invisible levels, where the forces of
chaos act freely, encouraging the souls to perdition and leading them to the abyss.

Children, a heart that cannot live love and responds to a war, in the name of Christ, has already lost
its possibilities of following the Plans of God, because its actions demonstrate the darkness in which
it is found.

Pray so that other Christians are not encouraged to wars and to the chaos of the world. That those
who have a mission of following the steps of Christ may not lose themselves because the new
Christs must be a reality, and love must prevail in the human consciousness.

Behold, the events of the world, My children, and feel in your interior the urgency of these times.
Feel the urgency of being different, feel the urgency of transforming this world from your own
interior. Those who are more conscious will have to live a greater sacrifice. Do it consciously, with
freedom of heart and with love for the Divine Purpose. The Creator needs you awake.

Pray, pray for the Christians of the whole world and for all of those who must awaken to the
principle of true love. May the purpose of loving remain active in the human heart.

Your Father and Companion, The One who awakens you to the urgency of the times,

The Most Chaste Saint Joseph


